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Traveling by motorhome or camper van is one of the most comfortable forms of travel while
embarking on any vacation. Both can be extensively equipped, almost like a house on wheels.
When considering the rental of motorhome or camper van it's great to know what kind of facilities
they include and what needs to be brought with.  Of course there are many varieties and not all will
have the same facilities. A few of the great rental companies these days provide travelers with just
about everything they could possibly need apart from food and toiletries that is.

Camper vans can sleep two to three people while motorhomes can sleep up to six people
comfortably depending on the vehicle itself. Many of the beds in motorhomes and camper vans are
hidden to maximize space during the day and can be pulled out at night when it's time to turn in.
Motorhomes and camper vans with an even number of births (beds) are complete with double beds
that sleep two persons, where as the odd number births mean they include doubles beds and an
additional single bed. Rented motorhomes and camper vans will come complete with fresh clean
mattresses, bed linens, and pillows for the convenience of the traveler.

Just because you are travelling the outback doesn't mean travelers have to cook over a campfire,
although they can if they prefer it. All motorhomes and camper vans are equipped with stoves,
fridges, and microwaves so travelers can cook up a storm on your holidays. There's a sink and
adequate counter space for meal preparation. Even little appliances such as kettles, toasters, and
such can be found on board with an abundance of kitchenware so travelers can get the most of their
trip. Long journeys require full bellies, and since there's a kitchen onboard, there's no excuse not to
make use of it. There is also adequate space for all passengers to enjoy their meals at the kitchen
tables that some of the camper vans and all of the motorhomes have inside.

After hiking through the forests or spending days on beaches, travelers will value their own personal
shower onboard all motorhomes and some camper vans. Showering at shared showers can be
uncomfortable and leave one feeling dirtier than they were prior to entering the shower so it's great
to be able to make use of the showers onboard. Of course there is also a flush toilet located on all
motorhomes and some camper vans which means no more 3am trips to the outhouse with a flash
flight.

It's possible that the weather might be unsightly during the trip and in that case motorhome renters
will be glad they have a television on board to watch movies till the weather clears. The large
kitchen table is also great from getting together and playing some favorite board games. All in all,
traveling by camper van and motorhome is a great way to spend any vacation. Both are well-
equipped with nearly everything needed for an enjoyable trip. All you have to do is to bring yourself!
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Kyle  - About Author:
a Cheap motorhome rental in Australia means that nowadays, more and more people can enjoy a
great road trip and a vacation together on the move! If you want to find out more, click and a visit
this site!
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